ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Corporate clients select their law firms for myriad reasons, some of which are likely to be value-maximizing, and some of which are not. The economic stakes are high: to the extent that clients fail to make first-best decisions in hiring counsel, they may derive needlessly poor outcomes from the legal services that they purchase, while law firms earn large rents at their clients' expense. Yet because we lack straightforward measures of the quality of law firms' output, we are generally left either to assume that clients choose their counsel rationally or to suspect that they do not, depending solely on our priors about the efficiency of markets.
This Article takes an indirect tack in broaching the problem. It begins with a more readily observable inquiry-whether different types of corporate clients select different quality counsel for the very same work. If so, we have evidence that, at the very least, law-firm selection is non-random. Further, we will be left with a far simpler task than assessing the efficiency of law firm selection in general. The set of plausible factors driving a discrepancy in choice of counsel between different types of clients is likely to be comparatively small. Once identified, these factors can be classified according to whether they are likely to be value-maximizing for the client, providing narrower testable hypotheses for future work.
This Article focuses on two types of clients having very different goals and governance, but with the financial means to select among a wide range of law firms: 1) large private equity firms and 2) major public companies. 1 Given their prominence in large financings and acquisitions, private equity firms have increasingly captured the time and attention of elite law firms in the United States and abroad. Private equity firms tend to be leanly staffed 2 and thus to rely heavily on outside counsel. Large public companies, by contrast, may have large teams of in-house lawyers and are therefore less reliant on outside counsel for certain types of work. 3 These and other differences between the 1 "Private equity" as used herein refers only to investment funds whose focus is leveraged, majority-stake investments in mature businesses-that is, leveraged buyout funds. Thus, for example, venture capital is not treated here as private equity.
2 See Michael C. two may manifest in different preferences for the quality of outside counsel that they select. Various theories have been advanced for the value added by lawyers in corporate transactions. Gilson (1984) describes transactional lawyers as "transaction-cost engineers" who, even in the absence of regulation, can increase the transaction value by structuring the transaction and crafting contract terms so as to minimize the parties' aggregate transaction costs (including in particular their information costs). 4 Kraakman and others suggest that law firms act as reputational intermediaries in corporate transactions: their reputation plays a certification role that allows parties to reach an agreement at lower cost. 5 Still others argue that transactional lawyers primarily serve as regulatory experts. 6 When the focus narrows to law firms with high-market-share transactional practices, their knowledge of the current "market" terms for a particular type of transaction can also create value. 7 As market information experts, they should be able to negotiate transaction terms that yield more transaction surplus for their clients. 8 Using a large sample of syndicated loan transactions, I find that private equity-owned companies are substantially more likely to engage top-ranked borrower's counsel than are their public-company counterparts, controlling for various loan characteristics. Why might private equity sponsors be more willing to pay for elite law firms than much larger organizations such as Fortune 500 companies, for the very same types of transactions? Conversely, what explains the relative reticence of major corporations to engage top-tier law firms?
In considering these questions, we first observe that private equity firms are relatively well incentivized to select counsel for their portfolio companies that maximizes their expected value from the transaction. Private equity investments are typically highly leveraged, 9 meaning that any improvement in transaction terms that counsel can obtain results in a relatively larger economic return. Further, private equity sponsors benefit more directly from such increased returns than do the public-company agents-typically, general counsels-responsible for selecting outside counsel. Private equity sponsors commonly receive twenty percent of the profits from their portfolio-company transactions (the "carry"), 10 which is then shared among a relatively small number of individuals. Such high-powered incentives to maximize transaction value contrast with the relatively low-powered incentives faced by publiccompany general counsels.
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Not only are private equity firms better incentivized to select counsel optimally, they are arguably better able to do so. As sophisticated, repeat players with respect to leveraged acquisitions, 12 they can benchmark their outside counsel's performance across a sizable volume of transactions. Thus, overall, private equity firms internalize both the costs (higher legal fees) and the benefits (the expectation of a better economic deal) of hiring top-tier law firms relatively well. From the outset, then, their revealed preference for elite counsel suggests that it is likely to be value-maximizing.
The picture for public companies is murkier. Major public companies face a classic "make-or-buy" decision when it comes to transactional work: they can engage a law firm or rely on in-house counsel.
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Yet framing the make-or-buy decision as a binary choice is misleading in this context. In practice, the difficulty lies in selecting from a wide range in quality of outside counsel, once the decision to "buy" has been made. This Article's empirical result raises the possibility that public companies are selecting an inefficiently low quality of legal work for their transactions. Stated differently, a general counsel's bias toward "making" legal work in-house may manifest as a tendency not only to forgo (or under-utilize) outside counsel for certain work, but also to select lower-quality outside counsel than is optimal for the company.
To be sure, in-house counsel at public companies can help monitor outside law firms' work, 14 thus potentially increasing the value that outside counsel provides once a law firm has been engaged. Yet there are reasons to doubt whether public-company general counsels optimally select among law firms in the first instance. Particularly for one-off transactions, general counsels may not be correctly incentivized to make value-maximizing choices. Information, agency, and influence costs within public companies may drive general counsels to steer transactional work to cheaper firms or to in-house counsel, even when doing so is not in shareholders' best interests. 15 This raises the surprising possibility that, contrary to the prevailing view, major U.S. public companies may in fact be under-spending on legal services. 16 The Article proceeds as follows. Part I describes the data and regression model and presents the finding of a substantial discrepancy in the quality of counsel selected by private equity-owned companies and public companies. Part II discusses plausible explanations for the differential. Finally, Part III assesses these explanations in practice, through a case study of four multibillion-dollar loan transactions for which the public-company borrowers chose law firms outside the circle of elite borrower's counsel.
I. LAW FIRM SELECTION IN PRACTICE: PRIVATE EQUITY FIRMS VS. PUBLIC COMPANIES
This Part provides evidence that private equity sponsors are more likely to engage top-tier law firms to negotiate their syndicated-loan financings ( REG. 89 (2015) . To be sure, a syndicated loan transaction may involve litigation risk if it occurs in connection with another high-stakes transaction, such as an acquisition.
A. Description of Data
The initial sample consists of 4,201 credit agreements for U.S. syndicated loans issued between July 2011 and May 2016, from the Practical Law database.
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This database is limited to credit agreements that were publicly filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Relative to the complete universe of syndicated loans, therefore, larger loans are likely overrepresented in our sample, while loans involving private companies (including, notably, loans to private-equity-owned companies) are underrepresented.
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After excluding loans totaling less than $50 million in principal amount and loans used for debtor-in-possession (DIP) financing, we are left with a sample of 4,164 credit agreements.
For each loan, the primary characteristics of interest are 1) whether the borrower was sponsored by a private-equity firm and 2) the quality of the borrower's law firm (if any). Because law-firm quality is not directly observable, two categories of metrics are constructed here as proxies: rankings based on market share (designed to capture law firms' experience with the applicable type of transaction) and rankings based on reputation among market participants. In the first category, we derive each law firm's share of borrower-side legal representation for syndicated loan deals (or leveraged syndicated loan deals, depending on the regression sample used), where market share is based here on aggregate dollar-amount of loans. The loan amounts for each law firm are obtained from Bloomberg and independently calculated within our sample of Practical Law credit agreements, creating two separate market-share metrics.
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Unlike what we observe with law-firm league tables for mergers and acquisitions, the set of top borrower-side law firms by market share for syndicated loans (and leveraged syndicated loans) is somewhat variable from year to year. Given that, we instead rank firms in each year based on a calculation of their aggregate market share of borrower-side representation 18 What's Market-Credit Agreements: Comprehensive Deal Database, PRAC. L., http://us.practicallaw.com/resources/us-whats-market. 19 This sample bias should not be problematic for our analysis, however. First, we explicitly restrict the sample to large loans (greater than $50 million in principal amount) in any event, in order to ensure that all borrowers in the sample have the ability to pay for a wide range in quality of counsel. Second, relying solely on publicly-filed credit agreements implies that, to the extent the borrower is private-equity-sponsored, that private equity firm is likely to be larger than average. (For example, many such credit agreements likely involve going-private transactions.) The empirical tests control for loan size, however, which should achieve some measure of normalization between the private equity firms and the public companies in the sample. 20 The Bloomberg data is based on self-reporting by law firms, and covers all syndicated loans (or leveraged syndicated loans), rather than just loans publicly filed with the SEC. over the previous several years. 21 Finally, a firm is coded as top-ranked in a given year if it fell within the top 10, 15, or 20 law firms for that year.
Our reputation-based measure of the quality of counsel is based on the Chambers and Partners rankings of U.S. law firms. We code a borrower's law firm as top-ranked in any given year if it was included within any tier of the Chambers "Banking & Finance: Nationwide" rankings for the prior year.
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The Chambers rankings cover a total of 21 law firms in each year.
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Setting the cut-off for elite-quality law firms at approximately the top 20 (or fewer) is justified by the fact that borrower-side representation is highly concentrated in the syndicated loan market. Figure 1 depicts law firms' priorfour-year market share of borrower-side leveraged-loan representation, in ranked order for 2016. While the first few firms each hold a significant share of the market, market share falls off rapidly thereafter. The top twenty firms represent almost 60% of the market in aggregate. 21 The ranking based on Bloomberg data looks back to the prior four years of loan volume, while the ranking using the Practical Law sample looks back only two years, because the Practical Law database only begins in 2011. (The regressions using the latter metric are therefore limited to credit agreements from 2013-2016, rather than from 2011-2016, in order to construct the two-year look-back for market share.) Because loan volume was exceptionally low in 2008 and 2009, we exclude those years in all calculations, instead looking back to the immediately preceding years where applicable. 22 The current ranking is available at http://www.chambersandpartners.com/12788/6/editorial/5/1 (last visited on June 28, 2016). Unfortunately, the "Banking and Finance: Nationwide" category extends beyond syndicated loans, and does not distinguish between borrower-side and lender-side work. 23 In the event that the borrower was represented by more than one law firm for the same loan (as where local-counsel opinions were sought regarding collateral, for example), the borrower is coded as having been represented by a top-ranked law firm if any of the borrower's law firms was top-ranked for that year. The borrower's law firm was not reported for 1,104 of the 4,164 loans in the sample. In each such instance, the borrower's law firm is coded as though it were not top-ranked, on the theory that it was not disclosed either because the law firm was relatively unknown or because the borrower relied solely on in-house counsel to negotiate the loan terms. As a robustness check, all observations for which the borrower's law firm was not reported were excluded from the sample in unreported regressions, which yielded similar results to those reported here. 24 In unreported regressions, similar results were obtained using top 10 and top 15 rankings as cutoffs. Table 1 below presents summary statistics for the 2,982 leveraged loans in the sample, which are used in the reported regressions. On average, private equity-backed loans in the sample are larger than non-sponsored loans and are more likely to have been (i) negotiated by a top-ranked law firm, (ii) secured, and (iii) incurred in connection with an acquisition. 
B. Model and Results
A logit regression model is used here to test whether private-equity-owned borrowers are more likely than public companies to select top-ranked counsel for their syndicated loan transactions. The specification is as follows:
where each loan transactions is a separate observation, the logit function is the natural logarithm of the odds ratio that the borrower will select top-ranked finance counsel for that loan, α and β 1 through β N are the scalar constant and coefficients, respectively, to be estimated by the regression, Sponsored is an indicator variable identifying whether the borrower is private equitysponsored, and X 2 through X N are control variables capturing loan characteristics that might affect the desirability of elite-quality counsel. Specifically, the regression controls first for loan size, as we would expect larger loans to be associated with higher-quality counsel, all else equal. Acquisition-related loans might also call for higher-quality counsel, because the acquisition itself may involve significant regulatory and litigation risk, and contingencies associated with the acquisition increase the complexity of the loan transaction.
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Syndicated loans that are secured are also relatively more complex, thus potentially increasing the value to the borrower of more elite counsel. In addition, loans to borrowers in certain industries may present uniquely complex regulatory issues, thereby affecting choice of counsel. 27 Under an adversarial model of transaction bargaining, one might also wish to control for the quality of the agent's counsel. The regressions reported herein do not do so, however, because there were too few observations for which the agent's counsel was reported. Further, in the syndicated-loan market, it is not uncommon for the agent's counsel to be selected only after the borrower's counsel has been selected, and, in many cases, subject to the borrower's approval. (Private equity firms in particular have been able to narrow the agent's choice to "designated lender counsel" that is hand-picked by the private equity firm.) Most importantly, financing transactions should not be thought of as adversarial, zero-sum, negotiations. In most cases, it is in the parties' interests to maximize their joint aggregate surplus from the transaction (such as by devising terms that lower the parties' collective transaction costs), prior to negotiating how that surplus should be split. See de Fontenay, supra note 7. Given that, the relationship between the quality of borrower's counsel and the quality of lender's counsel need not be linear.
"leveraged") debt in terms of risk, documentation, and creditors. 28 Investment-grade loans commonly involve blue-chip borrowers and relatively simple credit agreements with few covenants and other restrictions affecting the borrower. Leveraged loans, by contrast, involve borrowers with a high proportion of debt in their capital structure (either by choice or as a result of financial distress), and are thus associated with complex credit agreements and highly restrictive covenants.
The predicted effect of investment-grade status on the borrower's choice of counsel is unclear, however. The simpler investment-grade deals might entail less incremental value to engaging higher-quality counsel, but investment-grade issuers may have a greater ability to pay for high-quality counsel on average. To address this distinction in the two types of syndicated loans, the regressions reported here are limited to leveraged loans (loans rated below investment-grade by the credit rating agencies), for a final sample size of 2,982 agreements. (Unreported regressions use the full sample of loans, but control for whether a loan is rated investment-grade.) Table 2 presents the regression results for the leveraged-loan sample, with the three reported models differing only in the metric used to rank the law firms. First, there is a large, positive, and statistically significant association between the borrower's status as a private equity-sponsored company and the likelihood that the borrower will select elite-quality counsel. This result is robust to the use of the three different measures of law-firm quality. The odds that a borrower will be represented by a top-ranked law firm are approximately three to four times higher (depending on the ranking metric) if the borrower is private-equity-sponsored than if it is a public company. Second, among the control variables, the size of the loan and whether it is secured both significantly increase a borrower's likelihood of selecting elite counsel, while there was no statistically significant effect for whether the loan was issued in connection with an acquisition, or, in unreported regressions using the full sample, for whether the loan was investment-grade. Appendix A reports the results of the same regressions, with the addition of industry control variables. 
Variable Definition
Dependent Variable:
Top-Firm_1
Equal to 1 if the borrower's law firm was among the top 20 borrower-side law firms for the year in which the loan was issued, ranked according to aggregate market share of borrower-side representation for leveraged loans over the previous four years (excepting 2008-2009), using leveraged loan volumes by law firm reported by Bloomberg. The sample period for this model is 2011-2016.
Top-Firm_2
Equal to 1 if the borrower's law firm was among the top 20 borrower-side law firms for the year in which the loan was issued, ranked according to aggregate market share of borrower-side representation for leveraged loans over the previous two years, using leveraged loan volumes by law firm from within the sample (Practical Law). The sample period for this model is 2013-2016.
Top-Firm_3
Equal to 1 if the borrower's law firm was listed in any tier of the Chambers and Partners "Banking & Finance: Nationwide" rankings in the prior year. The sample period for this model is 2011-2016.
Independent Variables:
Sponsored Equal to 1 if the borrower was private equity-owned when the loan transaction closed.
Ln(Loan Amount) Natural logarithm of the principal amount of the loan facility in U.S. dollars.
Acquisition Purpose Equal to 1 if the loan was issued at least in part to finance an acquisition.
Secured Loan
Equal to 1 if any part of the loan was secured by the borrower's assets.
II. INTERPRETING THE RESULTS
Controlling for loan characteristics, then, public companies appear to select lower-ranked counsel for their bank-debt financings than do privateequity-owned companies. 30 Before proceeding, however, a clarification is in order as to who selects outside counsel for each group. The regression sample consists of large U.S. syndicated loans by private-equity-sponsored companies and (non-sponsored) public companies. Thus, in the former case, the regression estimates the quality of financing counsel engaged by private equityowned companies (the "portfolio companies"), rather than by the private equity sponsors (the investment professionals) or the private equity funds (the investment vehicles) themselves. The goal is to obtain a sample of organizations (in this case, large operating companies) of comparable size and other characteristics. Yet for large financing transactions such as those covered by the sample, borrower's counsel is, in practice, selected by the private equity sponsor, rather than by the portfolio company itself, even though the latter bears the debt. 31 In the case of public companies, borrower's counsel is typically selected by the company's general counsel (if any), 32 subject in some cases to management-imposed restrictions discussed in Part II.B. As we will see, this difference in decision-making agency between the two groups may explain much of the discrepancy in the quality of counsel that they select. 30 Anecdotal evidence also suggests that private equity sponsors hire top-tier law firms when acquiring companies, while the target companies (often public companies) do so less often. 
A. The Private Equity Perspective
Returning to the regression results, what factors explain the two groups' differing choices of counsel, and what, if anything, can be said about whether these choices are value-maximizing? Somewhat surprisingly, the latter question is the easier to address, and we begin there. Even before identifying what drives their choice of counsel, we have good reasons to believe that private equity firms act relatively efficiently in favoring elite counsel for their financing transactions.
First, the stakes are generally higher for private equity firms than for public companies. Private equity-owned companies are, on average, significantly more leveraged than their public-company counterparts. 33 Any marginal increase in transaction value that an elite law firm can provide represents, on average, a greater overall economic advantage for a private equity-owned company than it would for a comparably-sized public company. Simply put, private equity-owned companies will, on average, get more bang for their buck from an improvement in financing terms than would a comparable public company.
Second, we should expect private equity firms to internalize the costs and benefits of their portfolio companies' legal representation relatively well, meaning that the economic effects of choice of counsel flow through to the party that ultimately makes that choice. Indeed, as the sole or majority shareholder of its portfolio companies, a private equity fund's interests are largely aligned with those of its portfolio companies. 34 Moving up the ladder, the typical compensation structure-which provides for a twenty-percent carried interest-ensures that the private equity firm (sponsor) itself is highly motivated to increase portfolio companies' value. 35 In turn, the carried interest is typically shared among a relatively small number of individuals. business/retirement/when-private-equity-firms-giveretirees-the-short-end.html?_r=0 (discussing examples of private equity firms receiving discounts from law firms on legal work pertaining to the firm itself, while their fund investors are charged premium rates by the same firms for transactional work). Such volume discounts for the private equity firm, rather than the fund, could incentivize private equity firms to select higher-quality law firms for the fund work than would be optimal. In October 2015, Blackstone, a major private equity sponsor, reached a settlement with the SEC for its alleged failure to disclose such a differential fee structure negotiated with its law firm. private equity ownership and compensation structure thus maintains relatively high-powered incentives for the individuals responsible for affecting firm value, in contrast to the diffuse management incentive problems that plague large public companies.
Third, private equity firms are sophisticated, high-volume players for this type of loan transaction. If elite law firms do indeed increase the value of their loan transactions, then private equity firms are particularly well poised to recognize and to capitalize on this advantage.
In sum, we have good reasons to believe that private equity firms perform relatively well at maximizing value through their selection of counsel, though the data presented herein cannot resolve the question. Private equity firms' preference for higher-ranked law firms therefore suggests that such firms provide them, on average, with a better economic deal-even taking into account higher legal fees. Equivalently, private equity firms are unlikely to be simply overpaying for legal services. Their preference for higher-ranked firms thus provides a benchmark for evaluating the selection of counsel by public companies, the task to which we now turn.
B. Is The Private Equity Calculus Generalizable?
If we accept the premise that private equity firms select the quality of their counsel relatively efficiently, we are left with two alternative hypotheses for the finding that public companies opt for lower-ranked financing counsel:
1)
High-quality law firms benefit private-equity-owned companies more than they do public companies, all else being equal; or 2) High-quality law firms benefit private equity-owned companies and public companies equally, but public companies choose lower-ranked firms for non-value-maximizing reasons.
This section discusses the first hypothesis, while the second is addressed in Part C below. There are two principal reasons why elite counsel might, on average, benefit private equity firms more than another types of corporate clients. First, private equity firms' raison d'être is to acquire portfolio companies and to dispose of them at a premium. They are therefore involved in mergers and acquisitions (M&A) activity far more frequently than are public companies, on average. Because private equity M&A is leveraged, each of these acquisition transactions is typically accompanied by a simultaneous debt financing transaction. Thus, to the extent that private equity firms select elite counsel for their financing transactions, this may simply be a reflection of their REV., Sept.-Oct. 1989, at 70. antecedent need for elite M&A counsel. 37 Indeed, large M&A transactions often involve complex regulatory concerns (such as antitrust and securities regulation), litigation risk (shareholder lawsuits and appraisal proceedings), and tactical maneuvering (such as takeover defenses and auction processes), for which an experienced law firm proves invaluable.
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The regression model seeks to minimize the potentially distorting influence of M&A by controlling for whether a loan was issued in connection with an acquisition. (Interestingly, the latter had no statistically significant effect on the borrower's likelihood of choosing top-ranked counsel in our results.) This does not fully address the problem, however. Imagine, for example, that a private equity firm hires an elite firm for its acquisition of a particular target company and the accompanying financing. If the target-now a portfolio company-later opts to refinance its debt, the new debt is no longer coded as acquisition-related. Nonetheless, the initial choice of elite counsel for the acquisition likely increases the probability that elite counsel will be used for the refinancing: clearly there are economies of scale in using the same law firm for a given company's subsequent financings. Thus, even controlling for acquisition-related loans, private equity-owned companies may be more likely to select elite counsel for their financings than companies starting from a clean slate.
A second potential explanation for why elite counsel might benefit private equity-sponsored companies and public companies differentially might be that, contrary to a key assumption of the regression model, loans to the two groups effectively amount to two different legal products. Thus, for example, the added complexity of private-equity-related financings (as compared to "plain vanilla" public-company loans) may be sufficiently large that elite counsel simply adds more value, all else being equal. The financing contingencies associated with leveraged acquisitions create additional risks for creditors and complicate both the structuring and the documentation. In order to minimize heterogeneity in the sample from legal complexity, the regression model controls for whether a loan is acquisition-related, secured, or (in unreported regressions) investment-grade. While such controls are designed to achieve better matching in the sample, they may nonetheless be imperfect or insufficient correctives. 39 Notwithstanding, simply pointing to the fact that private-equity-sponsored loans tend to involve more complex terms does not on its own entail that such loans should be treated as a different class of legal work from public-company loans: the effect may be at least partly endogenous, reflecting the influence of more elite counsel for private equity deals.
C. The Public Company Perspective
This section assumes that elite counsel does on average add more value to all clients' loan transactions than lower-ranked counsel, and identifies possible explanations for why public companies are nonetheless less likely than private equity firms to employ elite counsel. 40 If private equity firms are correct, hiring a lower-ranked firm is inefficient-tantamount to passing up free money. How, then, do we account for the choice made by public companies?
1. General Counsel Decision-Making.
One approach is to hypothesize a variety of inefficiencies in the demand for legal services by public companies. First, public companies may select their outside counsel sub-optimally due to a pure information problem, preventing them from accurately gauging law firms' quality or the relationship between law firm quality and transaction value. Certainly some degree of information asymmetry exists between companies and law firms as the former contract for legal services.
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A prime example of credence goods, 42 legal services are notoriously difficult to value. Specifically, if the general counsels of public companies are unsophisticated or inexperienced at weighing the costs and benefits of outside counsel services, they may well select their counsel poorly. Perhaps general counsels, often far removed from their days in private practice, underestimate the value of top-ranked firms' services, and law firms are unable to convey these benefits convincingly. Similarly, general counsels 40 The finding that public companies are incentivized to pick lower-quality firms than is optimal stands in contrast to the oft-told story that companies hire prestigious firms as cover for their own decisions or actions. may be overly confident in their in-house staff's abilities and therefore spend too little on outside counsel.
As far as it goes, this argument seems unsatisfactory. The general counsels of the largest public companies are often taken directly from elite law firms, and thus could hardly be described as unsophisticated about the work performed by such firms. Further, it is unclear why a lack of sophistication would result in a systematic preference for lower-ranked counsel. Indeed, plausible arguments exist for the opposite result, with unsophisticated general counsels biased in favor of higher-ranked counsel: precisely because they lack information, unsophisticated general counsels might be most likely to rely on rankings as the best proxy for quality and to seek the highest-ranked counsel.
A more promising set of explanations derives from a second type of inefficiency in the demand for legal services, namely the agency costs associated with public-company general counsels. Assume here that a general counsel is well aware that spending more on a law firm should be expected to result in a better economic deal for the company, even net of legal fees. Nonetheless, she proceeds to staff the transaction either with a less expensive law firm or with the company's in-house lawyers. While this choice is suboptimal from the perspective of the company's shareholders, it may nonetheless advance the general counsel's private interests. Certainly the general counsel has at least some incentive to maximize the corporation's value, whether for self-interested reasons (such as increasing the value of her stock options and ensuring her continued employment) or simply acting as a faithful agent of the company. Yet the general counsel's private incentives also include concerns such as pleasing management and maximizing the visibility and prestige of the in-house counsel team within the company. 43 Thus, general counsels may tend to favor in-house counsel over outside counsel or to hire cheaper outside counsel for a transaction for several reasons. First, once in-house staff has been hired, the general counsel has strong incentives to see it utilized to capacity and even expanded: steering transactional work to in-house lawyers reduces the unpleasant prospect of staff layoffs and increases their visibility and influence with the rest of the management team. 44 As the company's chief legal officer and the person responsible for hiring and overseeing in-house counsel, the general counsel may well view his key task-second only to avoiding catastrophic legal risk for the company-as justifying, on a daily basis, the existence of the in-house legal team.
Second, as a mechanism to limit discretionary spending, within many companies the board of directors or upper-level management must approve- formally or informally-the general counsel's decision to hire outside counsel. Similarly, many general counsels are restricted to selecting from among a preapproved, short list of law firms for the company's legal work. 45 Absent express permission from the board, this prevents a general counsel from engaging a different firm for a transaction on a one-off basis, even if-in his view-it would be the best firm for the job. Such approval requirements should lead general counsels to spend less on outside counsel than is optimal: they may be reluctant to expend their political capital within the company on a decision that only provides them with highly attenuated private benefits.
In simple cost-benefit terms, the costs to the company of hiring elite counsel are immediate, tangible, and incurred with certainty, while the benefits of doing so are typically delayed, intangible, uncertain, and impossible to measure precisely even after the fact.
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Persuading her company to engage more expensive counsel may thus prove difficult for a general counsel, even if she truly believes that the benefits outweigh the costs. Indeed, whereas the inhouse legal department effectively amounts to a fixed (and sunk) cost, legal fees for outside counsel represent an additional, highly visible cash outlay.
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At the same time, the board and senior management are poorly positioned to appreciate the benefits of better counsel. Such benefits cannot be measured in any particular instance: the output of a law firm's efforts is largely intangibleit is difficult to ascribe a cash value to having a particular covenant in a loan agreement, for example-and even were that not the case, measuring the added economic benefit of a higher quality law firm requires a calculation based on an unknowable counterfactual scenario, namely what transaction value a lower-quality firm would have produced on behalf of the client. Finally, even if we expect that, on average, paying more for an elite law firm will result in a greater transaction value ex post, there is no assurance ex ante that this will be the case. (Stated differently, while the expected transaction value should be higher with a higher-ranked law firm, the actual, realized value need not be: there is some risk involved.) A risk-averse general counsel might thus prefer less expensive counsel, in order to avoid shouldering the blame vis-à-vis the rest of the management team if the costs ultimately end up outweighing the benefits. 48 All told, the general counsel's private cost-benefit calculus may, at the margins, lead her to take the path of least resistance (and risk) and opt 45 for less expensive counsel.
All this to say that, due to agency and influence costs, the general counsels of large public companies arguably internalize the costs and benefits of their companies' choice of transactional counsel less than do private equity firms, and that, consistent with our empirical results, this can prompt them to underspend on outside counsel. 49 Public-company general counsels act within large, bureaucratic organizations, and have conflicting allegiances to shareholders, management, and their in-house staff. Large corporations are by all accounts intensely political environments, and we should not be surprised that, like all other corporate management positions, the general counsel role engenders agency and influence costs. 50 In this particular case, it may lead general counsels to make suboptimal decisions in selecting counsel for major transactions.
Relationship Lawyering 2.0?
An alternative, and less troubling, explanation for the discrepancy between the law firms chosen by private equity-owned companies and public companies deserves mention. "Relationship lawyering" refers to corporate clients' practice of directing virtually all of their legal work to a single law firm (or a very small number of law firms), over a long period of time. Commentators have noted (and often decried) the contemporary decline of relationship lawyering for corporate clients, 51 with a client's long-term relationship with a single firm being replaced by one-off, impersonal engagements with numerous firms.
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Yet decline does not equate to 49 While large private equity firms are likely to have general counsels themselves, their inhouse staff (if any) is negligible in size compared to that of large public companies, as the private equity compensation scheme provides incentives to keep staffing to a barebones minimum. Further, they face significantly higher-powered incentives than their counterparts at public companies, thus benefitting more from any given increase in firm value. They are thus significantly less likely to suffer from the agency and influence costs of public-company in-house legal departments. 50 The seminal treatment of intra-firm agency costs and influence costs is from disappearance. Under certain conditions, using a relationship firm (or, as may be more common today, two or three relationship firms) for a corporate transaction may be the optimal choice for a company, even if the relationship firm is relatively less experienced with that type of transaction.
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Even assuming that an elite firm with significant transactional experience might, for example, obtain better deal terms for the company, the cost savings from using its relationship firm could conceivably outweigh this. This would be due not simply to the relationship firm's lower fees, but more importantly to its familiarity with the company's unique regulatory issues and its ready access to information within the company. Indeed, the traditional justification for relationship lawyering is the greater (and less costly) information flow between client and law firm, relative to one-off engagements, resulting in lower transaction costs. 54 Thus, while we can posit that a large public company is likely to do better on a financing transaction using an elite firm rather than a lower-ranked firm on a one-off basis, the same is not necessarily true if the comparison is between using an elite firm on a one-off basis and using a lower-ranked relationship firm. Ironically, in fact, private equity firms themselves can be considered champions of the relationship-firm model, in a sense. Most of the largest private equity firms direct the bulk of their business to one or two law firms. 55 However, much of this has to do with such firms' long-standing experience with, and market knowledge of, M&A and financing transactions. Simply put, the relationship firms of the largest private equity sponsors are the most elite law firms, 56 making it difficult to parse the specific sources of value that they provide. Finally, there is another key distinction to be drawn between relationship lawyering involving private equity firms and public operating companies. While public companies' relationship law firms are familiar with the operating companies themselves, in the private equity context the relationship law firms are familiar with the private equity firm, but not necessarily with the portfolio companies that they acquire.
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The informational efficiencies from the law firm/client relationship should therefore differ in kind, further complicating the comparison.
In short, if the agency-cost account is correct, public companies are likely under-spending on legal counsel for their major corporate transactions, and thus forgoing better economic outcomes. If instead the relationship-lawyering account is the correct one, then the discrepancy in law firm usage between private equity firms and public companies may be relatively benign or even efficient. Private equity firms get the benefit of better deal terms by hiring top-tier, repeat-player law firms, while public companies may, in some cases, maximize their transaction surplus by sticking with their lower-ranked relationship law firm(s), which reduces information costs.
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The answer depends on how skilled public companies are at weighing the costs and benefits of never defecting from their relationship firms, and this Article's empirical results alone do not provide the answer. For the reasons discussed above, however, we might suspect that public companies tend to place too much emphasis on transaction costs, due to their greater salience, while discounting the true benefits of higher-quality law firms. We should be particularly skeptical of companies' attempts to lower out-of-pocket costs for the very largest transactions, for which transaction costs are, on a relative basis, less significant. 59 Thus, there is reason to doubt whether companies that employ their lower-ranked relationship firms for major transactions areabsent truly significant, company-specific risks-correctly balancing the associated costs and benefits.
III. CASE STUDY: A TALE OF FOUR FINANCINGS
Specific examples starkly illustrate the divergence in legal representation between private-equity-sponsored and (non-sponsored) public companies identified in the regression results from Part I. Table 4 below provides a (non-exhaustive) list of multi-billion-dollar syndicated loans for which major public corporations chose to be represented by law firms falling outside the elite circle of U.S. borrower-side finance counsel. This Part III examines the various theories of how public companies select counsel in practice, using a brief case study. Specifically, it explores the decision by four major U.S. public companies to select un-ranked borrower's counsel for the loan transactions listed in Table 4 above. Each involved a loan facility exceeding a billion dollars, such that the economic impact of the actual loan terms was very high, while the cost of transaction counsel would have been relatively insignificant. This has two implications. First, with loans of that size, any incremental improvement in transaction value that counsel could provide would very likely outweigh the additional cost of elite firms.
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In other words, better counsel should, in expectation, pay for itself. Second, we can safely assume that these companies had the ability to pay for any counsel of their choosing. 61 Therefore, in examining these companies' decision to opt for relatively lower-ranked counsel, the appropriate inquiry is limited to whether the expected economic loss in transaction value was offset by some other plausible benefit from their choice of counsel.
A. Berkshire Hathaway
With a market capitalization of nearly $350 billion and an astonishing record of beating the U.S. stock market's performance over a fifty-year period, Berkshire Hathaway has long been a company of superlatives. As the third largest public company in the United States, however, Berkshire's spending on professional services is far from lavish. The connection between Berkshire and Munger Tolles is no accident: Charlie Munger, the legendary Berkshire director with a near fortyyear tenure, was one of the founders of Munger Tolles in 1962. 64 Berkshire almost never issues debt 70 and therefore has little internal experience with the full range of contractual terms on which such financing can be obtained.
While Berkshire may be correct to be suspicious of the incentives of intermediaries in general, adhering to that principle in every instance betrays a near-ideological aversion to transaction costs that may not be valuemaximizing for each individual transaction. Perhaps, then, Berkshire's choice of counsel is best viewed as part of its broad strategies of signaling to potential acquisition targets that it favors long-term business relationships and of leaving Warren Buffett's minimalist mark on every aspect of the company's culturestrategies that, rightly or wrongly, have been wildly attractive to investors.
B. Philip Morris International and Northrop Grumman
As behemoths of the tobacco and defense industries, respectively, Philip Morris International Both Northrop Grumman and Philip Morris operate in industries with significant regulatory burdens and public or private enforcement risk. Further, as a defense firm, much of Northrop Grumman's work product and contracts cannot be publicly disclosed, 76 and approximately 85 percent of its sales are to a single customer-the U.S. government-further complicating the task of securing financing. 77 Companies operating in a costly and highly specialized regulatory environment are surely potential candidates for either (1) developing close, long-term relationships with a small number of law firms or (2) steering work to a large in-house staff. Here, Philip Morris opted for the first strategy, while Northrop Grumman appears to have chosen the second. 78 When is a client justified in using a relationship firm over superior finance counsel? The advantage of relationship firms is their intimate knowledge of their clients, including in particular their unique regulatory and litigation risks. Yet even accepting that Philip Morris has benefitted from cultivating a relationship firm in the first place, it is unclear why this would preclude it from using elite financing counsel in a one-off transaction-or, in fact, from using both its relationship firm and elite financing counsel-particularly for a loan of this size.
Northrop Grumman's decision to rely on the combination of in-house counsel and a firm with relatively little experience in syndicated lending is also surprising.
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Because out-of-pocket transaction costs are small in proportion to loans of this size, Northrop Grumman could have engaged elite finance counsel to complement its in-house regulatory expertise. In fact, the company subsequently did just that: it used top-ranked Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP for each of its three syndicated loan financings in 2012, 2013, and 2015.
Because the defense and tobacco industries are considered unsavory by some, an alternative explanation would be that the most elite law firms were simply less willing to provide legal services to these two companies. The motive for law firms to avoid such clients involves some combination of reputational concerns, the express or implied wishes of existing clients engaged in socially responsible investing (such as pension funds, foundations, and university endowments), and the firms' recruiting appeal to graduates of the most elite law schools. There does not appear to be any evidence that these companies are indeed "untouchables" from law firms' perspective, however. In other contexts such as litigation, it is routinely assumed that the lure of immediate profits generally outweighs law firms' qualms about their clients' reputations. In both cases, then, we are simply left to wonder whether behavioral factors (such as inertia or personal preferences) or agency costs played any role in the selection of counsel. Among law firms, there is a divide between those that tend to represent major borrowers (such as private equity firms and Fortune 500 operating companies) and those that tend to represent the major banks that arrange or underwrite their loans.
C. Lowe's
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Of course, experience with lender-side work is undoubtedly useful for borrower-side work as well. Rather, the concern from 81 See Credit Agreement Among Lowe's Companies, Inc., Bank of America, N.A., and The Other Lenders Party Thereto (Aug. 29, 2014), available at https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/60667/000006066714000146/exhibit101.htm. 82 The same type of divide holds true to a lesser extent for mergers and acquisitions, with certain firms developing reputations for representing financial buyers such as private equity firms, and others specializing in representing major operating companies on the sell-side. See Davidoff, supra note 25. the client's perspective with crossing the divide should be that, for reputational reasons, a lender-side firm might not be willing to bargain aggressively when representing a borrower, in order to protect its standard negotiating positions when it represents lenders. Thus, in this instance, the company chose a law firm that had business interests potentially adverse to its own.
To conclude this Part III, these four case studies highlight the wide range of motivations for companies to select their counsel. For loans exceeding a billion dollars, the economic calculus would seem relatively straightforward: borrowing companies should engage elite financing counsel, because, given the transaction size, the expected benefit in transaction terms should outweigh the negligible difference in legal fees. Yet in each of these four cases, a major public company chose financing counsel outside the top rankings to represent it, and in at least one case also relied on its in-house staff. While we cannot draw definitive conclusions from case studies, these examples illustrate that, in practice, many factors falling outside a one-off, transaction-specific costbenefit analysis can affect major companies' choice of counsel.
CONCLUSION
The global financial crisis prompted corporate America to take a hard look at the fees charged by its law firms. The continuing clamor for lower legal fees has already prompted significant changes in the operations and work product of corporate law firms and in companies' processes for hiring them. But are we headed in the right direction? Within this context, empirical studies of law firm selection are long overdue. When faced with a range in quality, how do corporate clients select among law firms, and are such selections valuemaximizing? This Article finds a substantial discrepancy between the choice of counsel of private equity firms and public companies for major financing transactions. While this result alone does not identify what motivates law-firm selection, it narrows the set of plausible hypotheses considerably for future work. In addition, it suggests a surprising tendency among large public companies to spend too little on outside counsel for transactional work. While the recent focus on legal fees is both timely and advisable, it should not be understood to justify hiring lower-quality counsel as a rule. 
